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Cousteau visits this week
Jean-Michel Cousteau and
Richard Murphy will present an
illustrated lecture, "Project Ocean
Search - Wuvulu" at Cal State, San
Bernardino Wednesday evening,
Nov. 19.
The program, which will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Lecture Hall of the
Physical Sciences building, is the
third in this year's Distinguished
Lecturers and Artists series,
presented for the community
without charge by die college.
Jean-Michel, educated as an
architect, is the son of famed ocean
explorer Jacques-Yves Cousteau.
Murphy, a marine biologist and
underwater photographer, has had
a long and close association with
both men.
The two speakers became in
volved in the development of
Wuvulu, an island near Papua,
New Guinea in the South Pacific, in
1972. They created a master plan
designed to preserve the ecology of
the island. Wuvulu is nearly per
fect ecologically and discoveries
made there are used as a base for
studying and improving ecology in
other parts of the world.
Both men worked with the elder
Cousteau in organization and
research for the television series,
"The Undersea World of Jacques
Cousteau." Field surveys of
potential areas for filming took
them to Africa, Madagascar,
Bolivia, Peru and the West Indies.
Jean-Michel was responsible for
the design and development of the
world's largest marine museum,
"Jacques Cousteau's Living Sea"
aboard the Queen Mary. Murphy
was research director in charge of
the scientific approach to the
exhibits. He made an aerial
photographic survey of coastline

features from Los Angeles to the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Mexico,
and from Belize, British Honduras
to Texas; conducted a search for
humpback whales from Rio de
Janiero to Recife, Brazil; and
collected material in the U.S. and
Europe.
The younger Cousteau, a
graduate of the Paris School of
Architecture, has directed his
career to an emerging field which
he calls "ocean-oriented ar
chitecture."
In association with the famous
French architect, Edouard Albert,
he created the concept of a 180,000
square foot floating island,
utilizing many new structural
ideas.
With Jean-Michel and his team.
Murphy is presently involved in the
design of a floating museum, "Sea
Habitat," which will be located at
Fisherman's Wharf in San
Francisco.
In addition to the evening lec
ture, Murphy will meet with two
Cal State classes. He will discuss
the Coastal Ecosystem with the 8

a.m. "National Phenomena" class
in the Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences building. At 1 p.m., he will
speak on "Coastal Marine Life and
Marine Life Identification" in
Room 129 of the Physical
Education biilding. SCUBA
students from Cal State and San
Bernardino Valley College and
other interested persons are in
vited.
His
architectural
firm,
Cousteau-Maroti, designed new
buildings for the Center for Ad
vanced Marine Studies in Mar
seilles, France, and also super
vised the building of Europe's
largest university library at
Nanterre near Paris.
Murphy, a native Califomian,
earned his bachelor of science in
zoology from UCLA and his
master's in biology from California
State University, Long Beach.
He served first as science con
sultant and then managing editor
of a 20-volume series, "The Ocean
World of Jacques Cousteau,"
which contains 200 of his color
slides.

Election winners
With all the votes counted/ Rick Napier won t h e
Freshman Class President position, Thomas
Puhlman was elected Freshman Class VicePresident, a n d Laurie Colton a n d Charles Sanchez
will be the new Freshmen Class Senators.
Susan Miller gathered t h e most votes for t h e
Graduate Class President position a n d Anne Stillwell
outdistanced all others for t h e G r a d u a t e Class
Senator job.
Shelley A m m a r , J a n e Cecil, Kevin Gallagher a n d
Patricia Martinez all won s e a t s on t h e AS Senate.

Photo by Koith Logorot
Or. Arlo Harris

"32 emotional interludes

#/

An unusual selection, described as "32 emotional interludes" will be
played by Dr. Arlo Harris Wednesday noon, Nov. 19 at Cal State, San
Bernardino.
The public is invited to join Cal State students and faculty for the hour
(Togram whuch begins at 12 noon in Room 104 of the Fine Arts building.
Dr. Harris, associate professor of chemistry at the college, describes
the 32 segments of the piece as "emotional interludes." While they are
non-cohesive units, as a whole piece they set an emotional feeling.
The number, "Thirty-two Preludes for Fraulein Lilli," is by Stephen
Heller, a 19th century Hungarian pianist and composer.
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Disabled students mobilized
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An old late 40's movie that has been shown on television many times has
a scene in it where two men are talking about local politics. The first man
states how bad all politicians are, how his taxes are being raised all the
time, and how helpless he is to doanything at all about it. The second man
then asks him if he voted in the last election. "Hell no", says the first
man, "it wouldn't do any good anyways if I did." "Well, then," says the
second man, "you have no ri^t at all tocomplain."
Well if you're one of those infamous Cal-^tate students who are often
heard to say "there ain't nothin' to do on diis campus," and you didn't
attend the donkey basketball game held last week, you have no right at
all to complain.
The game was sponsored by the Cal-State Disabled Students Club, a
group of wheel chair jockeys who have banded together to better their
existence. These individuals organized the game as a fund raising advent
and in the process brought together a lot of Cal-State people and others
for the most exciting, funny, entertaining games of basketball ever held
on this campus.
None of the handicapped students have any big sounding titles such as
entertainment director or activities chairperson, but they did have a need
to make some money to better facilities for disabled students at CalState. And that need enabled them to bring some life to this can^us.

J>CT-W»AT
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ASB purpose explained
Many students do not understand the purpose of ASB and the role it
plays on this campus in bringing students together for a better campus
and increased activities.
After the Spring elections last year many offices were left vacant and
ASB Had approximately fifty percent of the personal needed to operate
effectively. This problem was made worst by several individuals
dropping out of offices they had been elected to, citing personal reasons.
Well the ASB attempted to get going this Fall, however the lack of
people serving in elected offices, on committees and on boards prohibited
their functioning at a 100 percent level. It has taken about five weeks to
get most of the positions filled, and others are still being filled. The AS
constitution requires that a niunber of steps be taken in filling vacant
seats and this involved process has kept student government from
reaching its full potential.
The ASB president has the authority to appoint individuals to the un
filled positions, but Senate members have to approve the appointments
and many senators did not favor the appointees and so others had to be
nominated and approved by both the president and the senate. This
problem took time to solve, and the newly appointed students government
members will be working hard to get things going.
In order for student government to fulfill its roll as a vital voice on this
campus, many more students will have to get involved.

Presidential hopeful visits
Inlond Empire
by Michael Lee Zlaket

One Saturday, several weeks
ago, was a big day for the residents
of the Inland Empire: They aU had
the opportunity to meet and talk
with a presidential candidate by
the name of Fred Harris.
About 100 people used that op
portunity, at the home of local
attorney Matt Kearney, in Grand
Terrace, where Mr. Harris ap
peared for one hour at a fundraising event.
Fred Harris visited with people
Anyone who wants to help or has ideas for activities should come to the in the crowd, signed copies of his
ASB trailer between 8:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
latest, "The New Populism," gave
comments to the press, and spoke
for 15 minutes about the domestic
A couple of candidates who ran for student government officios last scene and his campaign.
"The big issue in the 1976
week made misleading or negative sounding statements about the
campaign,"
he said, "will be
proposed Student Union.
Many students who are enrolled now will see and be able to use the whetoer the government lives up to
Union. Construction is scheduled to start next summer, and if you're a the democratic ideals of Thomas
freshman now, by the beginning of your junior year the Union should be Jefferson, or whether it will be a
government of privilege for the
completed.
Student Union fees will not have to be raised for the construction of the rich and the corporations."
The former senator from
Union. However if inflation increases at its nresent rate, the fee will have
to be raised so that operating expenses, (insurance, utilities, salaries, Oklahoma had a tax proposal of his
own that went far beyond
etc.) may be paid.
Student Union fees cannot be raised without the approval of the President Ford's proposal for a $28
billion tax cut with an equal
Legislature and the governor.
reduction in government spending:
tax cuts for the middle and lower
class taxpayers; increases and an
"end to loopholes and privileges
In last week's edition we forgot a byline for the Oliver Hailey article. for the rich." In other words, he
wants to see a graduated income
This interview was conducted by Pam Guzzardo and Owen Sheeran.
tax system.
At the same time, Mr. Harris
would not cut federal landing.
In last week's edition one and a half pages were devoted to pictures of "There are a lot of things to be
done in the areas of energy, en
the Donkey Basketball game.
Also in that edition was a feature article on what a number of Campus vironmental protection, and health
care — to name a few, so why cut
women had to say about the "Alice doesn't day" activities.
After the paper was printed, a controversy arose among members of spending?" Furthermore, he
the staff as to which was more important and how much space should be opposes reduced spending because
it has kept much of our productive
devoted to each of the two articles.
One member of the staff argued that the Donkey Basketball game was industrial capacity idle and has in
turn left people with nothing to
more important because more than 300 people turned out for the game.
spend. This is his reason for si^)Another member insisted that the opinions of eight campus women
porting a tax cut larger than
should have been given more coverage and a better position in the paper.
As it is important for the PawPrint to be a student newspaper and Ford's.
Harris also denounced Ford's
publish articles and pictures of the widest student interest, we are asking
sense of misplaced priorities. If
our readers to let us know which article they feel was more important.
any spending cuts should be made,
This information will help us to structure the paper for the widest
student interest.
he felt, they should come in our

Union issue clarified

excessive defense budget. Ford's
cuts would directly hurt the
average taxpayer. Harris said he
would never do as Ford did by
vetoing a hot lunch program for
schoolchildren.
Mr. Harris spoke at considerable
length on the issue of conserving
our present energy supplies and
developing new sources. He would
require that all cars get a
minimum fuel economy of 22 miles
per gallon of gasoline. He would
also push for development of solar
and geothermal energy sources.
Ownership of utility services
should be made public through a
public energy corporation. He
denounced as an "unfair corporate
privilege" the present ad
ministration's policy of allowing
excessive profits for oil and utility
companies.
After his speech, Mr. Harris
answered questions from the
audience, and in response to a
question about the foreign tax
credit allowed to corporations, he
said he disagreed with it: "It has
let American companies export

A N N O U N C E M E N T

Correction

CALIFORNIA'S

Published every Tuesday during the school year, except during final
examination periods and quarter breaks. Editorial and business onice is
located in room 22 of the Physical Science building.
Deadline for calendar items, letters to the editor and announcements is
Thursday noon prior to publication.
All contributions must be typed and double spaced when submitted or
they may not be printed. Letters to the editor will be printed on a space
available basis and must include proper identification of the au^r.
Names will be withheld on request. Opiwiions expressed are those of the
author.
Address all correspondence to: The Weekly PawPrint, 5500 State
College Parkway, San Bernardino, California, 92407.
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Business stuff

plant capacity and jobs, and hurts
American later."
Presidential candidates
generally are no longer beholden to
the special interests and demands
of rich backers and corporations,
thanks in large part to new cam
paign finance laws. But Fred
Harris, in particular, isn't, thanks
tahis extensive efforts at building
grass roots organizations at every
locality in the nation. This is part of
his philosophy of widespread
diffusion of political and economic
power, and it has paid off hand
somely: to qualify for federal
funds in the upcoming primary
elections, he had to raise private
contributions
within
legal
maximum limits in 20 states — he
has already qualified by doing that
in 22 states!
But what enthused Harris most,
when he spoke of campaign
finance, was the fact that the
general election will be funded
entirely by the government — no
p r i v a t e contributions a n d n o
commitments that he would regret
after becoming president.

SIMILAR PROGRAMS AVAILABLE AT COORDINATE
CAMPUS IN SAN DIEGO
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS
APPROVED FOR VETERANS
1

I

I
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Governing bodies meet

"Market Doy" neor
The Recreation Director of the University of California at Riverside
has announced that the next "Market Day" will be held on Wednesday,
December 3, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Market Day is held twice a year, in the late fall and early spring where
students, faculty and others sell hand crafted items.
This year Market Day is being held only a few weeks before Christmas
and many vendors will be selling items that are excellent for gift giving.
Persons who wish to set up a booth and sell their items may do so if they
are UCR students or UCR alumni, faculty or staff. Other students must
pay a $4.00 seller fee and non-students must pay a $6.00 fee.
Further information may be obtained from the UCR activities office at
787-4571.

Activities Advisor Lorrain Smith constitution by-laws be changed to
With AS Senate president and
Executive Cabinet member Pat reported that the Donkey require the Senate Secretary to
Egetter playing musical chairs Basketball game netted $350 in have the minutes of the meeting
from one meeting to another, the ticket sales with an additional $200 completed within 24 hours of each
Senate and Executive Cabinet held income from advertisements in the official meeting. It was explained
simultaneous session last Tuesday game's program. Her request that that sometimes the minutes are
the sponsors of the game be needed right away so that funds
morning.
The duel conferences were allowed to keep the advertising may be disenbursted. At the
necessary so that the Executive revenue was turned over to the present time, the secretary has
seven days to type and duplicate
Cabinet could nominate members appropriations committee.
Richard Wasserstrom from UCLA will speak on Tuesday, Nov. 18 at 6
Senator Bain, chairperson of the the minutes.
to the elections committee which
p.m.
in LC 500 on "Some moral problems of punishment".
had to be approved by the Senate Rules Committee, told the With this last item taken care of
The
lecture will be part of the Philosophy Forum series. The public is
the
Senate
adjourned
and
the
Senators
that
she
had
received
before an election committee
invited.
some information from San Jose Executive Cabinet immediately
meeting that day.
The Senators called their State University as to their student resumed their meeting.
meeting to order just a little after dental health plan. She also told the The major action of the cabinet
WHAT'S NEW IN THE WORLDOF KAZOO?
seven while the Executive Cabinet other Senators that the ASB cannot was to approve the Senate's
The kazoo band, since making numerous appearances at Dodger
members waited around until they sponsor any particular dental plan request for $250 for the IOC's
Stadium, made a Royal appearance at the Cal State Donkey Basketball
had a quorum for their meeting. As without requestinc bids from all duplicating service and they ap
game. The band added five new instruments, including Kazoo French
proved the allocation for a part
soon as enough Executive Cabinet such programs.
Horn and Kazoo Bugle, but these new musical tools did not replace the
The rules committee will be time ASB custodian.
members arrived, Senate chair
missing band members.
person Egetter tiu*ned over the reviewing a request that the AS
All human beings are eligible for Kazoo Band membership. Komchair to Senator Judy Bain and
mander Kom outfitted in brilliant basketball garb, attempted to witness
headed for the student services
for the Royal Order Of the Kazoo (ROOK), by throwing weU over one
RIDE'EMCOWPERSON!
coffee shop for the Executive
hundred kazoos into the stands. This carefree action pleased the audience
Cabinet meeting. Upon his return Cal State's second escape via horseback will take place on Saturday,
and allowed them to join the band at half time in the playing of some old
to the Senate meeting, Egetter and November 22, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Glen Helen sables.
favorites.
the other senators approved the Cost will be $5 per person (based upon a minimum of 21 people),
Coming events for the Kazoo Band include attending an L. A. Kings vs.
appointment of all Executive payable no later than November 19 to the Trail Boss in room P.E.124.
Chicago Blackhawks hockey match Nov. 19, and the Annual Kazoo Band
Cabinet nominees to the Election No pM'evious experience is necessary, but register now, pardner, 'cause
Christmas-New Year's Eve party, Dec. 27. The party will be held at
this tr^ is limited to the fist 30 wranglers who sign up.
Committee.
Kommander Korn's. All Kampus Kazooers for Kom are welcome and
In other business Jane Cecil
encouraged to stay overnight.
reported that the approfriations
Further information concerning these events can be obtained by
committee was still researching
contacting either Capt. Joe Dong, in his office at the gym, or Kommander
the Drama Department's request
Korn floating aimlessly around campus.
for funds and the AS car rental
credit card request was still in
Two Poetry Readings will be presented this week by the Cal-State
committee. Cecil said that more English Club.
Showtimes
information on the dues for the
The first one will be on Tuesday, Nov. 18 when James McMichael,
California State College and Associate Professor at U.C. Irvine will read in the Lower Commons 104,
University Student President at 10 a.m.
6:30 and 8 p.m.
Friday Nov, 21st.
Association has to be gathered
On Thursday, Nov. 20, Clark Mayo, Associate Professor of English,
before her committee will CSCSB, will read his own poetry, including some works published in 1960:
He s been
recommend any action on the "The Light in the Window," "The Movement of the Hunt," and "A Latebruised
and
matter.
Night Telephone Call", in LC 500, at10 a.m.
The Inter Organization Council
blackmailed,
was allocated $250 for duplication
sliced and
supplies. The suf^lies will be
slammed.
available for use by all officially
But nothing
State Sen. Ruben Ayala will speak on "Technology Assessnient and
recognized Campus clubs. The
can stop him
service had been performed In the Policy-Making in California" before Dr. Brij Khare's "Contemporary
past by the Activities Office, but Civilization" class at 2 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 4, in PS10.
from going
due to rising inflation they are no
after the
longer able to provide either
big money.
personel
or
supplies
for
organization's duplicating needs.
The Senators approved a request
to hire a part time custodian who
will be responsible for clean-up
after ASB activities. Egetter told
the Senators that the ASB was
getting a good deal as the college
will be paying part of the person's
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
salary.

Philosopher will speak

Kazoo bond schedules appearances

Horseback riding planned

Poetry Readings

This week's movie

Ayala to speak

'33,S0p,000
Unelaimed
Scliolarsliips

fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

Gay students
meet
The Gay Students Union at Cal
State held an organizational
meeting on November 12 to discuss
plans for the coming year.
Inadequate publicity was blamed
for the rather small turnout and a
second meeting was scheduled for
Thursday, November 20 at 5:00
P.M. in PS 107.
Activities suggested at the first
meeting for the coming year in
cluded dances, barbecues and pot
luck dinners, field trips to gay
events in other Southern California
cities, organization of gay rap
groups, promotion of a Gay Pride
Week at Cal State and sponsorship
of speakers, panels and workshops
throughout the year.
Interested students are urged to
attend the meeting on November
20, whether they wish to help plan
for the year or just want an op
portunity to mert with other gay
students on campus. The GSU is
sensitive to some students' needs
for anonymity and thus maintains
no membership roster.
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Electron Microscope probes for inner secrets
by Byron Conner
In room twelve in the basement

work of French physicist Louis
of the biology building which is on
deBroglie.
Around 1924, deBroglie
diis campus, there is a rather
pointed out that electrons as well
ominous appearing piece of
as light have a dual nature.
equipment properly referred to as
Electrons have both wave and
the AMR M(^el 1000 Scanning
particle properties. Therefore, it
Electron Microscope. Here in room
was found that if a microscope
twelve one might discover student
could be invented which us^
Rockey Helm who is using the
electrons instead of light, a vastly
scanning electron microscope
improved resolution would be
(SEM) to study the effect of
possible. Such an improvement is
habitat on the leaf anatomy of a
possible
because the wavelength
plant belonging to the biological
associated with moving electrons
group Abronia. Another student,
can be only a fraction
of an
Stephen Hordynski, might be seen
angstrom, and hence thousands of
perfecting his skills at using the
times shorter than the wavelength
SEM by taking photographs (more
of visible light. Louis deBroglie's
precisely micrographs) of rat taste
discovery helped to bring about the
buds. Advanced biology students
invention of
the electron
here at Cal State have an op
microscope
which
was
first built in
portunity to become familiar with
Germany in the early 1930's.
the electron microscope by taking
Since the 1930's, two types of the
Biology 550, Scanning Electron
electron microscope have been
Microscopy.
used frequently in biology and in
Dr. Ellen Taylor, Assistant
other scientific fields: the trans
Professor of Biology, is the in
structor for Biology 550. She ex Rat taste bud/ magnified 1000 times. Electron Micrograph by Stephen mission electron microscope
(TEM), and the scanning electron
pects her students to become Hordynski.
microscope. In the TEM, electrons
adroit at using the SEM. Students
are allowed to pass through a thin
learn how to prepare specimens for
specimen,
and a magnified image
observation, how to focus the
is viewed on a fluorescent screen
SEM's lenses, and how to develop
or the image is recovered by a
the micrographs of observed
camera. The image produced is
specimens. Students are also
required to complete a research complished by dipping the complete nature of ordinary white analogous to that produced by Xproject. Dr. Taylor has pointed out specimen in a series of alcohol light by spreading the light out into rays and is not a precise view of an
that the scanning microscope is an baths. A device called the "critical a rainbowlike display which is object's true appearance. The TEM
expensive instnunent in the $40,000 point drying apparatus" is then referred to as the visible spectrum. is capable of a higher resolution
range, and that it requires careful used to remove all the liquid Each color of light in the spectrum and magnification than the SEM,
alcohol. The final step is to apply a has a wavelength associated widi but preparation of specimens for
maintenance.
viewing with the TEM is much
A crucial part of the SEM is the thin layer of gold plating to the it. Wavelength is measured from
electron optical column which is a specimen. The specimen will rest crest to crest of the travelling more rigorous. Also, when using
large metallic cylinder. Specimens on a matal specimen stage (which waves. The unit used in such the TEM, extremely thin slices of a
are placed into this column for looks like a thiunb tack) before measurement is called the specimen must be used. Because of
observation. Twenty-thousand insertion into the electron angstrom which is l-250,000,000th tMs, images seen with the TEM
volts of electricity push electrons microscope. Because they can of an inch. Red light is at one end of
away from a filament which is at tolerate a vacuum for a short time, the visible spectrum and has a
the top of the column. The elec living insects can be viewed with longer wavelength than blue light
trons leaving the filament are the scanning electron microscope. which is the other end of the
somewhat dispersed so special Insects can be adhered to a spectrum. The colors orange,
lenses are us^ to condense and specimen holder with glue. Of yellow, and green have in
focus the electron beam. The course, the insects are not sub termediate wavelengths. The
lenses are not material but are a jected to dehydration, nor do they average wavelength of visible light
is about 5000 angstroms.
series of magnetic fields which receive a cover of gold plating.
Visible light is the basis of the
The
scanning
electron
focus the cloud of electrons into a
thin beam. A scanning coil then microscope here at Cal State has a operation of the familiar com
moves the electron beam across maximum "useful" magnification pound microscope which beginning
the surface of the specimen which of 30,000 times, and a theoretical biology students peer through. In
has been placed into the optical maximum of 100,000 times. The using the compound light
column. Secondary electrons are maximum resolution is 100 microscope, a specimen is placed
knocked out of the atoms on the angstroms or l-2,500,000th of an on a glass slide, and the slide is
surface of the specimen. This inch. Students in Dr. Taylor's class placed on a metal stage. Then a
secondary stream of electrons is usually work with a maximum light source illuminates the
specimen, and light which passes
picked up by a signal detector, magnification of 20,000 times.
Microscopy has truly come a through and around the specimen
amplified, and then used to buUd
up an enlarged image of the long way since seventeenth- is manipulated by a series of lenses
specimen on a viewing screen. This century microscopists marvelled to present an enlarged image of the
enlarged image is built up as are at the myriad little organisms that ^ecimen to the human eye.
Two of the main functions of the
those images seen on the screen of C£ui swim around in a drop of
commercial TV sets — in a water. The early microscopes were microscope are magnification and
scanning fashion. If an operator ingenious instruments but now resolution. To magnify is to
desires to photograph a specimen, appear somewhat crude compared provide an enlarged image of an
the SEM is switched from a to the often complex instruments object that is too small to be seen
viewing mode to a record mode. we use at the present time. unaided. By resolution, objects
The image is then recorded on film Through time, the microscope has which are small points, or objects
instead of being seen on the been refined and improved until which are close together appear as
today we have one of the crowning sharp and distinct images.
viewing screen.
The very fact that light
The optical column must be achievements of microscopy — the
evacuated of all air because air electron microscope. To more fully microscopes use light as a means
molecules would scatter the understand the operation of the of illumination imposes a limit on
electron beam. Therefore, a electron microscope, one should what they can reveal. German
vacuum pump is connected to the first understand the following: the physicist Ernst Abbe (1840-1905),
optical
column.
Because nature of visible light, and the pointed out the theoretical limits of
specimens must be placed in a operation of the light microscope. the light microscope. He showed
Visible light is a form of pure that it would not be possible to view
vacuum, they must be specially
prepared. This means Uiat aU energy. It is a curious objects which are much smaller
liquids must be removed from a phenomenon, and is difficult to than the wavelength of the
^cimen. Otherwise, the inside of describe because of its dual nature. illuminating light. Thus the
the optical column would be First of all, visible light has the maximum resolving power of the
contaminated
by
fluids properties of a particle. Such a light microscope was found to be 1evaporating from the specimen. particle is a little "bundle of 125,000th of an inch or 2000
Tissue specimens are "fixed" by energy", and physicists call such angstroms. This meant that
immersion in a solution of particles "photons". Light also has microscopists would not be able to
glutaraldehyde or parafor wave properties, which means that see objects smaller than 2000
maldehyde. This preserves the light is analogous to the waves one angstroms or objects by less than
surface structures of
the sees when a pebble is dropped into 2000 angstroms. These findings
^>ecimens. Tben the tissue is post- a lake. Light waves are elec imposed somewhat of a dilemma
fixed by treatment with osmium tromagnetic disturbances in space on scientists who wanted to see
which hardens the tissue without which are self-propagating and things which are smaller than 2,000
shrinking it to any great extent. travel without the aid of any ex angstroms.
Stephen Hordynski photographing
The solution to the problem of
Next, the specimen must be ternal forces.
A prism can be used to show the resolution was suggested by the
completely dried. This is ac

appear two-dimensional. By
contrast, the SEM requires sim
pler specimen preparation, and
can view much builder specimens
than can the TEM. The scanning
electron microscope examines the
surface of solid objects, and thus
photographs taken with the SEM
appear like those taken with a
conventional camera.
There is a haunting beauty
revealed in micrographs taken
with the scanning electron
microscope. Minute structures
appear three-dimensional, and
amazingly lifelike. Objects visible
with the naked eye, when seen with
the SEM often reveal an unex
pected substructure. Hence a
hiunan hair appears to be the size
of a tree trunk and even has a
barklike texture. Other objects are
perceived in a way that they may
not have been perceived before.
Thus the "face" of a fruit fly ap
pears as a nightmarish mon
strosity with huge multifaceted
eyes and a formidable proboscis.
The stinger of a bee becomes
harpoon-size, and appears like a
weapon any seafaring whaler
could appreciate.
The transmission electron
microscope and the scanning
electron microscope have revealed
a Lilliputian universe that was
hidden to the human eye for
milleniums.
The
electron
microscope has made significant
contributions to the advancement
of science, and is a symbol of both
magnificent technology and
relentless curiosity.

Photo by Koith Legorat
rat taste buds.
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How about a trip to Death Valley?
by Frank Sheeran

By now mid-terms should be
over but the unfortunates who still
have examinations this week can
look forward to the weekend to
blow off a little steam. Here's a
chance to catch up on the diver
sions you've been putting oH for
awhile. There are movies, nite
clubs, plays, a piano recitid, an
Escape 75 trip, pubs, and camping
suggestions. If you can't find
something interesting here, then
find a quiet place and study for
your finals!
How about nite clubs? The clubs
in the San Bernardino-Riverside
area have dancing to live bands,
most serve mixed drinks, and only
a few require a cover charge.
There's variety, different faces,
and the sober types could probably
even save some money. ErosBogart in San Bernardino has
reopened after being closed for six
months and the changes are nice.
Someone hasn't told the owners
about sexual equality because the
ladies get a break Wednesday
nights and can pocket the usual
cover charge, otherwise it is $2.50
to enter. There's live en
tertainment and dancing Friday

and Saturday nights, and pool
tables are available for the
achieving "sharks." Eros-Bogart
is a "girls 18, guys 21" establish
ment, and is locatkl on "E" Street
south of Baseline.
Frequenters to local clubs have
undoubtedly visited Tony's Store,
the newest and most popular spot
in San Bernardino. There's no
cover and the restaurant section
offers steaks and Mexican food.
Live entertainment and dancing
-every night except Monday. Take
the Orange Show of&amp from
Interstate 15 and turn right or left
depending on whether you're
coming from San Bernardino or
Riverside. You can't miss Tony's
— it's just up the road from the
Holiday Inn.
Riverside residents don't have to
travel far to find the night action.
The Ramada Inn and Holiday Inn
on University Ave. both have live
bands, dancing, and no cover
charge. One of Riverside's
"oldies" has reopened, so former
Gasser fans shoidd be jazzed. The
Gasser II on 5th and Main streets is
open to girls 18 and guys 21, live
entertainment and dancing, and as
far as I know, no cover.
The Cpuntry House in Redlands

is another club to consider. They
offer dancing to live bands on
Tuesday through Saturday nights,
and Wednesday is Tequila Night. A
menu is available if you're looking
for good food at reasonable prices.
From Interstate 10 take the Ford
Street off ramp.
People inclined toward less
vigorous forms of relaxation can
take advantage of this weekend
and the Thanksgiving vacation to
pack a few things and try camping.
Depending on your preference in
scenery Southern California has
campgrounds in the mountains,
beaches, and everywhere in bet
ween. Campground fees are
related according to the existing
facilities (like showers, flush or pit
toilets) and some require reser
vations in advance. Desert lovers
can confirm the beautv of Death
Valley this time of the year and
2200 campsites in four different
campgrounds give a better than
average chance of staying where
the scenery suits you. Sand isn't
the only thing to see in Death
Valley, the stars at night are
reason enough for the trip. The
opportunity to get away doesn't
come too often, so if camping
sounds appealing contact the

Vinyl squeeze
"Face the Music"
Electric Light Orchestra
United Artists

When E.L.O. first opened the
curtain on their new act they annoimced that they were going to
further the sound created by the
Beatles in the "Pepper" days to
new mind-blowing heights. This
feat was to be carried out by for
ming a band of regular rock
players and classically trained
musicians who would heap con
ventional pop songs with lots of
jumpy strings a la "Walrus."
While this move helped to quickly
popularize them, it also became
their millstone, as you can only
create a couple of albums on such a
thin promise before the whole thing
becomes very stale.
Even by their third album, "On
the Third Day," although therewere
great compositions like "Show
down," they were still pursuing
the same line and a lot of their
classical extravaganzas were
repetitious and boring. With their
new album they have finally been
able to liberate themselves from
the past and have come up with an
album chock full of interesting
songs. No longer are they content
to haphazardly mix rock and
classical elements, but are
carefully constructing songs which
are not glaringly obvious in their
inspiration. "Strange Magic," to
my mind, is the highlight of the
album and I'm sure could have
been a more profitable single than
the present "Evil Woman." It is a
beautifully refreshing tune with a
dreamy chorus which manages to
etch a permanent place in your
brain and Jeff Lynne's vocal works
perfectly in a harmonizing style
popularized by bands like the
Hollies. E.L.O. with "Face the
Music" is finaUy becoming a band
which can produce some truly
memorable pop songs.
"High on You"
Sly Stone
Columbia

Sly Stone is chiefly known for
songs about dancing; he wrote allout boogy numbers which were the
forbears of today's slick dancing
machine creations. It was high

energy stuff which was guaranteed
to get you leaping. Then with
albums like "There's a Riot Going
On" he mellowed his frantic sound
and instead of new gyrations he
turned reflective, even sombre,
with compositions which dealt with
some of the hangups found in his
environment. Time seemed to pass
him by and people began to wonder
if he could ever take himself higher
anymore. "High On You" answers
that question pretty favorable and
once again Sly proves himself able
of punching out some great
commercial soul music.

Today's Sly has obviously not
forgotten how to write great funky
numbers. "I Get High On You" and
"Crossword Puzzle" pay tribute to
this gift; as well as being hot
dancing songs they reveal a
sophistication which has come with
time. Although Sly Stone jestingly
credits himself with playing
everything, he does have some fine
musicians accompanying him and
he knows how to coax amazing
things out of his band, like the horn
breaks on the instrumental "Green
Eyed Monster Girl" which builds
tension by slowly gliding higher in
volume, then suddenly fading. As
well as the uptempo numbers he
includes a few close-up, slower
songs like "That's Lovin' You" and
"My World," simple love ballads
which express his joy with the
world. It's nice to hear him
sounding positive again, even a
substantial song like "Greed" is
sung in such an up manner that you
can't take it seriously. Disco music
has nothing to do with the real
world, it's sheer escapism and Sly
has picked up on this — it's dance,
dance all the way. Time to get
higher again I

Ptfks Service for informaticm or
Hcketron for reservations.
I realize "roughing it" doesn't
suit everyone's idea of fun, in that
case why not a mountain cabin?
It's the off season now and prices
have dropped considerably since
the summer months. The San
Bernardino mountain resorts have
cabins for rent and many of the
places have fireplaces. The
evenings tend to be cool, so what
could be more attractive than a
warming fire, a bottle of brandy,
and someone nice to be with?
Drama critics have an op
portunity this week to sharpen
their claws on two plays. The San
Bernardino Civic Light Opera
presents "Sugar," the Broadway
stage production of "Some Like It
Hot," through Saturday. Curtain
time is 8:15 and prices range from
$3 to $7.50. CaU . 882-2545 for
reservations and additional info.
At Cal State's Uttle Theatre the
Players of tl(e Pear Garden
present Oliver Hailey's "For the
Use of the Hall." Student ad
mission is $1.50 and general ad
mission is $2.50. Curtain time is
8:15.
For a good laugh go to the
Monkee's concert Saturday night.

by John Woodhouse

12:00

Wed. Piano recital by Arlo Harris,
Fine Arts Building, Rm. 104
Tues. - Sat.: 8:15 in the Little
Theatre, "For the Use of the Hall."
General Admission $2.50, Student
and Senior Citizens $1.50.
Sat. Escape '75 Horseback Riding
Trip, $5 per person. Contact Joe
Long in the P.E. Dept., Room 124.
Library Exhibit: The Black
Presence in the American
Revolution
Art Gallery:
Cynthia Upchurch, BLUEPRINTS
UCR:
Wed. 12:00 University Theatre
HARRISON and TYLER, Female
comedy team.; "Executive Ac
tion," LS 1500, $1, 7:30, 9:45.
Fri. "And Now for Something
Different," LS 1500, $1, 7:00, 9:00,
and 11:00
UR:
Tues. American Studies Film
Series, "Merry Widow," HL 100,
FREE, 8:00
Fri. "Stepford Wives," Casa Loma
Room, 8:00, $1
Penny
University:
"Clabe
Hangan," "Bound to Frail String
Band," 8:30, $2.25

ommonS
announces its

"Clonkality Cowboys"
Noel Redding Band
RCA

You might remember a bass
player by the name of Noel Red
ding who was one third of the
immortal Jimi Hendrix Ex
perience. After many turbulent
days with Hendrix, Redding
departed the band, turning up out
of obscurity only briefly to lead the
group Fat Mattress which quickly
died an inglorious death. Many
years later up pops a new Noel
Redding with an interest, no less,
in Irish cowboys! Times sure do
change.
This isn't a new breed of hybrid
Irish C&W though, no rock and roll
is more this band's cup of tea, and
play it quite competently they do,
and that's about it. These days you
have to have something a little
different to survive and there's not
too much of that here. Apart from a
couple of striking compositions like
"Born to his Name" and "After
All" which almost hits the intensity
of a latter day John Lennon
composition, the rest of their
material never slips out of the
ordinary. There is obviously some
talent here, more playing time and
another album might lead to
greater things.

CALENDAR for Nov. 18-22
CSCSB:
Tues. Film in the Listening
Facility, 4th Floor of the Library,

^uiid- ^our-Own-^andivicL
Special starting ^t)ec. 1.

VARIETY OF BREADS,
Your Choice of Meats,
Cheeses or Soiod, Plus
Free Garnish of Lettuce,
Tomato, Pickles.

Se lite Sirsl to Order lite ^^ail^ Specialdiandwiclt
Cdomlinalion an dQet3t3reell

HOURS 11-2 DAILY

COLLEGE STUDENTS AUTO INSURANCE
IF YOU CMRV12 UMTS 01 MORE AT CSCSB, WE HAVE
AN EXCEPTIONAL RATL MAIL OR PHONE:

NAME
ADDRESS
AGE
PHONE
ACCIDENTS OR TICKETS
CAR
NUMBER OF UNITS CARRIED

JOHN MERRILL
CENTRAL CITY INSURANCE

259 CENTRAL CITY MALL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
PHONE 884-6076
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Footboll Foots and Flashes
FOOTBALL FACTS
AND FLASHES
by
Felix DeCatt

Slumping Sissies slide 26-8,
Hustlers disappearance act fails to
fool Los Camales, Who Knows out
hit Raiders 25-13.
This week in the F.F.L. saw a
rainmaking dud, a game played for
blood, and a spectacular thud.
The first report comes from the
war of attrition in the Pantywaist
league between those two bitter
rivals, the US and the Sissies.
This season has shown that each
team is capable of scoring in many
different and odd ways.

At the head of this triple attack is
none other than Snidley Soto with
his henchmen, or is it henchperson? Jean Idiart, Tom
Pullman, Mike Miller and Diane
Bloeker.
These thugs are wreaking havoc
throughout the Sissies squad.
Running score up to date. Sissies
still slightly on top, but the US is
moving in for the kill, 90-84.
If you think the Sissies had a
rough time, you should have seen
the geune between the Los Carnales and the Morongo Hustlers.
As a matter of fact I wish the
Hustlers could have seen it.
Morongo was on the wrong plane
and were just landing at Katmandu
International airport, Katmandu is
in Nepal, once Uiere the Hustlers
Photo by Frank More
decided to play the local team, the
Himalayan Mountains, and from
the report our Asian correspondent
gave us we found out the Hustlers
were buried under an avalanche of
Himalayan scoring, the final from
Nepal, Mountains: 97, Hustlers: 2.
A real cliff hanger.
Meanwhile back at CSCSB
The student activities office is there were many more people who
Reilly's team elected to receive th6 now planning student outings for wanted to go and just couldn't
opening kickoff, don't ask me how escape '75-'76. The escape series make it. For escape '75-'76 three
they did it just believe me O.K.? are designed to provide lowcost backpack trips will be offered.
Seven plays later the Los Car- trips for the often financially These outings have been especially
nales recovered their own fumble depressed and bored student. for winter condition and COM
to win a tough one, S-0.
Usually something is going on FORT! Even tenderfeet can
This game kept the fans on the every weekend when enough handle them.
The backpack outings will be:
edge of their seats, especially the leaders are available. Anyone who
seats closest to the exits.
wishes to offer their services as Lower Bear Creek, Jan. 17, HorA memorable quote from a big organizers are requested to con sethief Creek, Feb. 14, and Arroyo
athletic supporter, "Los Carnales tact the Activities Office in the Seco-Bear Canyon, March 6. All
necessary equipment can be ob
looked like the only team in the Student Services building.
park."
This year's backpack outing to tained at the school gym. No
Congrats are in store for Bob Vivian Creek (pictured) was a lot special equipment for winter
needed.
Reilly who was virtually a one man of fun for all involved. But it seems climate will
show, completing 7 of 7 passes and
falling on his own fumble in the
end-zone for the winning TD.
In a game that determined the
second place team for the playoffs,
FLAG FOOTBALL
CO-ED BADMINTON LEADERS
Andy Butts and his Who lOiows
SCORING LEADERS
squad out hit Mike West's Raiders,
Team
W L
Name
Team
Points Paul&Kathy
4 1
25-13.
Photo by John Whitehair
Jim Cassidy
Cavaliers
48 Kelly & Rita
Although the Who Knows won by
3 1
Monte Pearson
Sissies
36 Dave & Tesha
12 the game was marked by hard
3 1
Tom Smith
Cavaliers
35 Tom & Carol
2 2
their woeful condition, their plight hitting and close plays.
Ken Soto
US
32 CO-ED SOFTBALL PLAYOFFS
Having
good
days
for
the
of having to contend the presence
Ernie Fischer
Cavaliers
31
(Championstiip)
of Kommander Kom. Yes, the Raiders in their losing effort was
Ron
Miller
Who
Knows
30
MOLK
DUDS
10, MORONGO
A1
Diaz
on
ofrense,
and
Bruce
scourge of the gridiron has come
A1 Diaz
Raiders
19 HUSTLERS 9
out of retirement to play again, Williams on defense with 2 big
Pete Uthis
Who Knows 13
(3rd Place)
unfortunately for the Sissies he's interceptions.
Christie Beaudin US
12 THE TEAM 4%, OUTSIDERS -3
For
^e
Who
Knows
Ron
Miller
on their side.
Jim Alio
Cavaliers
12
3.PERS0N BASKETBALL
The US who has been getting and Rich Harris ran wild with aid
Gordon Edwards Sissies
12
"A" League
from
Jerry
Plott.
Both
teams
are
stronger and stronger as the
Team
W L
FLAG FOOTBALL
season wears on used a triple in the playoffs and should give
The Best
10 2
(Black& Blue- Final)
threat offense to defeat the Sissies. good accounts of themselves.
8 4
Team
W L Justs
It seems that they found some
7 5
Cavaliers
4 0 The Family
key phone numbers and are now
Poopouts
6
6
Who
Knows
3
1
holding members of various
4 8
Raiders
2 2 Time in a Bottle
families as hostage in return for
1 11
Los Carnales
1 3 ?
poor performances by the Sissies.
"B" LEAGUE SEMI-FINALS
Morongo Hustlers
0 4
MONTH'S
ALL-STARS
2,
(Pantywaist Division)
Team
W L WILUE'S ? 0
Sissies
3 2 MISFITS 2, FLATFOOTS (sic) 0
— Finals on Nov. I9th —
US
2 3
well I don't think he'll be using that
arm again.
His passes resembled wounded
ducks more than spiralling foot
balls.
At one point one of his passes
even appeared to be heading south
for the winter.
Now I'm trying not to be over
critical of this young Q.B., but I did
hear one of the US defensive backs
blowing on what resembled a duck
calling for help in what has to have
been an attempt to attract a pass.
The Sissies really seemed to be
on the short end of the stick, not
only are they experiencing QB
problems, internal dissention and
labor disDutes but now to add to

Escape to the mountains

Box Scores

But!, in the game played Nov. 7
the Sissies showed unparalleled
ingenuity and inventiveness when
they unveiled their newest weapon,
the interception.
The Sissies' new quarterback, C.
F. Tomlinson decided to surprise
the opposition by completing most
of his passes to them, much to the
surprise and delight of the US
defensive backs.
Tomlinson will probably need
c(»Tective surgery to repair the
torn ligaments in his arm.
He hasn't torn Uiem yet, but if he
keeps up the same p^ormance,

Hollywood Stor Productions
presents a
Thanksgiving Eve Dance

on Wednesday, November 26, from 9 'til 2
Silphy McNasty in concert with surprise
speciol guest from Hollywood

Mayo
Race

Box Office opens ot 8, Donee ond Show storts ot 9
Bor will be open Donotion - *3.00

San Bernardino Convention Center
303 North "E" St.
.4 '

• t

» ' * *

PLAYOFF SCHEDULE
November 21

2:00 p.m. Patsy Bowl 4; 00 p.m. Super Bowl

SHAKEY'S PIZZA
PHONE 882-2929
2433 N. SIERRA WAY
SAN BERNARDINO
(Near Highland Ave.)
Hours:
11:00 to 11:00 Mon.-Thurs.
11:00 to 1:00 Fri. ond Sot.
11:00 to 10:00 Sun.
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Footballers offer reasons for playing
(m the Beld.
Mike Miller: "I came out for
Some of you enthusiastic spcHts enjoyment and to meet pe<^le."
fans out there just have to be His impression was that it was a lot
w(Hidering how the Pantywaist of fun "especially when girls try to
Division gets by with just three grab your flag." Mike was last
players. This reporter (being seal inside a laiuidry cart trying to
among the many unknown, unsung irtieel himself into the girls' locko"
players) hopes to remedy that with room.
Rusty Shoup: Rusty told me be
the presentaticm of the following
uncensored comments. I asked has played flag footbs^ evo^ year
eadi member of the Pantywaist he has been here and likes the
Division (also known as the Blood fellowship and activity. He adds
and Guts Division) to comment on that he is playing Pantywaist diis
why they came out to play Pan year "because I broke one fuiger
tywaist and tiieir impression, if for each year in the Black k Blue
they had one, of the season Uius Division and I was running out of
fingers." Next year, Rusty will
far.
Roy Newlin: "I had to play in the probably return to the Black k
B league because of my age." Fm Blue Division where it is safer. His
told they just dust him off eadi impression of the season? "I like
week and pr(^ him up somewhere the emphasis on the passing game
by Tom Johnson

This week's
sports celebrity

and I like the level of conpetithm
(for fun)."
Diane Bloecker: "X came out for
the heck of it and for a good time. It
would be better if there were mo^
than two teams."
Randy Naragon: "I came out
because Diane asked me to." If you
had seen Diane play, you would
know why he might have been
afraid to refuse.
Ken Soto: "I enjoy football and I
didn't want to loose any teeth."
Ken describes his impressioi as
"no hassle and lots of fun."
Dorothy
Glover:
Dorothy
^owed up for the Halloween day
game dressed as a bunny (not
Playboy). She received many
offers for help in ronoving her
bunny tail. Dorothy's comment, "I
came out for exercise and a good
time and I'm having a great time."
Kommander Kornfeld: All the
information this reporter could get
from this player, including his true
identity was, "I'm here to enrich
the population of this campus by
trying to produce kazoo virtuosos."
Sound like anyone you know?
Tracy Carter: "I came out for
exercise and fun." She went on to
say she loved it and was thinking of
going professional Powderpuff.
Keri Grunest: "It's something 1
can do where I don't have to be
coordinated. I like to rush and
block." She then added, "It's fun to
grab guys' flags." I wonder if Keri
has met Mike?
Kris Crudup: "I came out to

have fun, but I wish they would
have a C league." He went on to
say he thought a C league would be
nice for people like himself who
couldn't take the roughness of the
B league. He also weighs 216
pounds and almost crippled me
last week.
Tom Puhlman: "I just came out
to play and it's great."
Jean Idiart: "I like to play. It's
lots of fun."
Christy Beaudin: "I came out to
prove a point and that is that girls
can play as well as guys. It's good
f(H- girls and guys to play together.
Those who play together,
stay
together." Amen.
Craig Benze: "I came out to play
football. It's lots of fun, but too
many people in the league take it
too seriously." Just for that, pistols
at dawn!
Duyne Elf: When asked s^y he
had come out, he replied, "I was
drafted as captain." When asked
what he thought of the season, he
replied, "1 think it's
."
Peggy Reise: "1 came out to
huddle with the guys." When asked
her opinion of the huddles she had
been in she grinned, "No Com
ment." I think I've been playing on
the wrong team.
Gordon Edwards: "I came out
because I like athletics and the
P.E. classes here just don't suit my
needs." Asked to expand on that
subject he said, "Generally, the
P.E. classes are just —".
Rick Plein: AKA Monte Pearson,

AKA Towering Inferno. "I came
out to have fun. It's the only way
you're going to meet people out

ben."

Joa Long: AKA Roy Sievers. "I
like the game. I don't like injuries
or rough stuff and I like to play
with girls." His impression? "I
wish there were more teams and I
hope my partno*, Monte Pearson,
takes the scoring title."
MyseK: I came out to compete
and to have fun. To have fun
translates "to win." I found the
season to be fun most of the time
with the exertion of 1) lousy,
biased officiating, which has
greatly improved, and 2) too many
repetitious plays. Repetitious
plays translates, "the star quar
terback passes to the star receiver
every play." Many of my fellow
players agree that it is no fun to
run pass patterns play after play
and never have the b£dl thrown to
you. All in all, however, I would
recommend intramural sports to
anyone who wants to participate in
a sport for the fun of it.
Those players not present for
comment were: Kathy Jackson,
Dave Fowler, Craig Tomlinson,
Linda Watson, and Candy Gilbert.
Referees kind enough to make an
occasional good call were: George
Corriea, William Tamiska, Joe
Acosta, John Atkinson, Pat Burke,
Bob Caldwell, Mary Ann CHinton,
Dave Ashe, William Darby, and
Fritz Good.

Country House
Barbara Harris

Our interview this week is with
Barbara Harris. Barbara went to
Rubidoux High School in Rubidoux
California. She then attended RCC
for one semester and transferred
to UCn for a quarter.
Barbara is currently enrolled at
Cal State as a sophomore majoring
in Chemistry, as she wants to
become a Lab Technician.
Barbara has played Intramural
Softball this year on the Morongo
Hustlers Team.
Commenting on her team,
Barbara stated that they have alot
of experienced players, and that
the majority of the people on her
team were at Cal State last year
and that this makes it easier for
her team to work together.
She also believes that the
Morongo Hustlers will take the
championship if they don't get too
over confident. Her fellow team
mates include Willie Hamilton,
Debbie Brown, Wendy Palmer,

Photo by John Whitohair

Kurt, Ed, Mike, Gordon, EUa,
Cheryl, Bill, and Alice.
Barbara commented that the PE
Dept. is equipped for ev^Tthing
that she needs for Physical Fit
ness, however, she would like to
see racquet balls made available to
students. Barbara would also like
the Gym open every night for
everyone's convenience.
Barbara especially enjoys the
Intramural Program due to the
fact it gives students a chance to
participate in any desired event
possible.
She is involved in the Jacks
Tournament, and plans to dribble
some basketballs. Barbara wanted
to add that she thinks Joe Long has
his "stuff' together and that she
thinks he's a real catch.
In closing Barbara wanted to
state that she is dynamite in PingPong and that she sure could use
some competition, even though she
believes that she can beat anyone.

HAPPY HOUR
5-7 DAILY
"TWOFERS"

TEQUILA NIGHT
EVERY
WEDNESDAY

DINNER
5:30 -10:00
LUNCH
11:30 - 2:00
ENTERTAINMENT
TUES. • SAT.

STEAKS
PRIME RIB
CRAB LEGS
SEAFOOD
M.25 -

m

COMPLETE DimiERS

I-1D AT FORD ST. DFFRAMP - REDLANDS
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Activities council sets schedules

Col State will defend title
Oly Intercollegiate grand prIx

Cal-State will field a six student
team for the Olympia IntercoUegiate Grand Prix Saturday,
November 22, at the Grand Prix of
America track in Pomona.
The drivers will be competing
against teams from UCR, RCC,
Whittier College, San Jacinto,
Chaffey, UOR, Grafton Hills and
Claremont Mens.
The cars to be raced are iden
tical and equally prepared miniformula racers. The cars have a 74
inch wheelbase, 26 horsepower,
automatic transmission, racing
tires and a suspension that helps
the car develop cornering forces
comparable with real Grand Prix
cars, exceeding one G while cor
nering.
The drivers will race against a

digital clock in the control tower.
The team with the lowest total
time will win the competition.
Trophies for each member of the
winning team, as well as the four
drivers with lowest times, will be
awarded by the sponsor, Olympia
Beer.
Last year a team of racers from
Cal-State came home with the first
place trophy.
Representing Cal-State this year
will be Judy Plotner, Raul Ceja,
Doug Garrett, Fred DeHaro, Ca^y
Campise.
The race will start at 8 a.m. with
the drivers leaving from the
Cal-State parking lot at 7 a.m.
Spectators and fans are urged to
attend this event and cheer ao on
the Cal-State drivers.

The Activity Council met in room
171 of the Student Services
Building last Thursday, Nov. 13
and discussed the ix'oposed ac
tivity schedule for Winter '76.
Among planned events are:
— Two showings of the weekly
movie to handle the lately in
creased load of patrons, plus a
better selection of up-to-date
movies. There was also a proposal
to charge $.50 to off-campus
patrons but this was tabled until
next year to see if two showings
will handle everybody.
— A noon movie of some short
classics (Laurel & Hardy, W.C.
Fields, etc.).
— A special lecture by a con
troversial and newsmaking per
sonality.
— Starting a "coffee house" in
the commons that would run from 8

p.m. to 12 p.m. and offer food and
^tertainment.
— More dances!
— Some "biggy" event for the
quarter.
— And a special "Spirit Day" to
get everybody together.

The Activity Council will meet
every Thursday at 3:00 p.m. Any
^d all interested students are
invited. Needed are people for a
Publicity Council and a Sergeantat-Arms ri^t away.

Ski trip ta Mammath available
ESCAPE TO MAMMOTH
DECEMBER 14-17

Registration is now open for Cal State's annual ski trip to Mammoth.
The cost for lodging and transportation is $27 per person, to be paid in
full by Friday, November 21.
Lift tickets are about $10 per day, and escapees are responsible for
their own food.
Accommodations will be in private cottages at the Alpine Lodge, with
access to the indoor sauna and Jacuzzi. Departure time is 11 a .m. Sunday,
December 14, from the P.E. parking lot, returning around 11 p.m. on
Wednesday, December 17.
The trip is limited to the first 15 people who register, so sign up now in
room P.E. 124!

Calling all turkeys
The C.S.C.S.B. Physical Education Department announces its annual
"Turkey Trot". This year's race will take place on Nov. 19 and Nov. 20.
Contestants may run in either race, but not both.
The race will begin at 4:00 sharp and will be approximately 1.85 miles
long.
The race will start from behind the Gym and proceed from there out
throh^ the chaparral and then back to the Gym.
An intramural T-shirt will go to the fastest man and to the fastest
woman.
A Turkey Dinner will be awarded to all who complete the course.
Sign up in the Gym from now until Nov. 18. If ^ere are any questions
regarding the race, contact Ted Carrasco Monday and Wednesday 8:3011:00 or 1:30-4:00 in the Library's Statistics Lab.

Classified Ads
Psychology Treatment Seminar
Offered
Problems with Anxiety, Shyness,
Public Speaking? Treatment
Seminar Available-through CSSB
Psychology Dept. Contact R.
Comeau through psychology office
or call and leave name at 714-6229575 from 9-5, M-F.

Europe, Israel, Orient &
N.Y. TGC low cosi
flights. A.I .S .T. 1436 S.
L a C i e n e g a Blvd. L.A.
?0035 (213)652-2727
(714)544-9333

&

CALCULATORS, HP21-$95, HP2^
$155, HP25-$182, SR50A-$91, SR51A$135. FIVE DAY DELIVERY. ALL
MODELS NEW, CARRY FULL
YEAR GUARANTEE, AND IN
CLUDE ALL STANDARD AC
CESSORIES. SEND CHECK OR
COD REQUEST (FOR COD ADD
$2) 4- 6 PERCENT TAX TO
CHEAP CALCULATOR COM
PANY, 636 FOURTH ST., DAVIS,
CA 95616. IF NOT SATISFIED,
RETURN WITHIN 15 DAYS FOR
FULL REFUND.

Lost Dog — Quarter timber wolf,
black, white on chest, ap
proximately 50 lbs. Last seen on
campus Tuesday night, Nov. 11.
Answers, sometimes, to Posey.
Contact Nancy Knight, 678-3884, or
the Pawprint office.
FOR SALE
Medical & laboratory microscope
Complete case, like new
$395.00, valued at $750.00.
Phone 883-0821 POK^^ITS DONE
by EXPERIENCED ARTIST
charcoal and pastel
For more information
call 888-'3042 Francesco
LOST; Gold Linked Bracelet with
the name Anita engraved on it.
Lost the 30th Oct. Contact Anita
Ramos 877-0679 Reward!!
MOUNTAIN TYPING SERVICE
All your typing needs
plus DICTATION SERVICE
for those last minute jobs
Student Owned & Operated
9 years experience
Fast Service
Reasonable Rates
call 338-2162

Discover U.S.C.'s
Groduate Progrom In
Judiciol Administration
Nov. 19,2:00 p.m.
at Career Planning and Placement

Now open Mon.—Sat. 7:30 'til 2:00
7:30 to 9:00 is happy hour

Now appearing is Starbuck from LA.
Coming soon ... Free and easy
Wednesday night ladies get in free
Thursday night everyone gets in free

973 N. E St., San Bernardino

